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ABSTRACT
Identifying damage and the impact on structural performance of tall buildings after a seismic event
is important to post-event decision making and emergency response management at individual
building and cluster-scale. A pattern recognition approach is proposed to probabilistically predict
the structural safety of earthquake-damaged buildings. Two sets of patterns are defined and used
as the predictors: response patterns characterized using various engineering demand parameters,
and the damage patterns obtained using the simulated visual damage states in key structural
components. Non-linear response history analyses are performed using sequential mainshockaftershock ground motions, where the responses of the structure under the mainshocks are used to
generate the distinct patterns and the responses under the aftershocks are used to link the safety of
the damaged building to such patterns based on some predefined criteria. Large numbers of ground
motions and induced states of structural damage are considered to achieve a robust dataset, and a
pattern recognition algorithm is used to establish the classifier that categorizes various predictors
into the safe and unsafe states. The sensitivity of all the predictors is interactively evaluated such
that the amount of required information could be significantly reduced, while retaining the
acceptable performance of the prediction model. A case study is presented using a 42-story dual
system building with concrete core-walls and special moment frames. The results show distinct
response and damage patterns among the analysis cases being classified into different states.
Although no clear boundary could be found for any individual predictor, the algorithm is able to
recognize the various response and damage patterns in the high-dimension predictor space.
Distinct predictor subsets are found for different limit states given the same prediction
performance. More importantly, satisfactory performance in terms of sensitivity, specificity and
overall accuracy is achieved in the safety evaluation.
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the damage patterns obtained using the simulated visual damage states in key structural components.
Non-linear response history analyses are performed using sequential mainshock-aftershock ground
motions, where the responses of the structure under the mainshocks are used to generate the distinct
patterns and the responses under the aftershocks are used to link the safety of the damaged building
to such patterns based on some predefined criteria. Large numbers of ground motions and induced
states of structural damage are considered to achieve a robust dataset, and a pattern recognition
algorithm is used to establish the classifier that categorizes various predictors into the safe and
unsafe states. The sensitivity of all the predictors is interactively evaluated such that the amount of
required information could be significantly reduced, while retaining the acceptable performance of
the prediction model. A case study is presented using a 42-story dual system building with concrete
core-walls and special moment frames. The results show distinct response and damage patterns
among the analysis cases being classified into different states. Although no clear boundary could be
found for any individual predictor, the algorithm is able to recognize the various response and
damage patterns in the high-dimension predictor space. Distinct predictor subsets are found for
different limit states given the same prediction performance. More importantly, satisfactory
performance in terms of sensitivity, specificity and overall accuracy is achieved in the safety
evaluation.

Introduction
The concentration of people and services in high-rise buildings is such that potential disruption by
seismic events has significant socioeconomic ramifications. Post-earthquake structural safety
assessment is key to determining whether a damaged building is safe to re-occupy, which is one
of the key pieces of information needed by stakeholders immediately after an earthquake. ATC20 [1] provides guidelines for post-earthquake visual inspection to rapidly evaluate building
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structural safety and associated tagging procedures. FEMA P58 [2] connects the triggering ratio
of components in a particular damage state to the likelihood that a building will be assigned an
unsafe placard. However, the guidelines and the triggering ratios are largely based on judgement
and are not explicitly linked to the reduction in structural safety of the damaged building. This
paper presents a pattern recognition approach to map building response and observable damage
patterns to structural safety. Machine learning algorithms including Supporting Vector Machine,
Random Forests and Neural Networks are used to build predictive models, which can
probabilistically identify the post-earthquake structural safety state of the building based on its
residual safety capacity, given any unique response or damage pattern.
Overview of Methodology
A schematic overview of the methodology used to assess post-earthquake structural safety is
shown in Figure 1. Starting with an intact structure, five distinct yet fully integrated steps are used
to illustrate the assessment methodology. The outcome of this assessment is the predicted
structural safety state conditioned on the structural response demands (from instrumentation)
and/or available observed physical damage (through field inspections).
The first step describes the process of using mainshock ground motions to generate samples of the
damaged structure from which response and damage patterns will be extracted. The response
patterns (or distribution of EDPs) are obtained directly from NRHA. Multiple response patterns
with different levels and distributions of response demands are obtained by using a suite of
mainshock ground motions scaled to incrementally increasing spectral intensities. Damage
patterns are simulated using structural component damage fragility functions which relate local
EDPs to the probability of exceeding a given damage state. A single damage pattern is described
by each structural component assigned a single discrete damage state. Monte Carlo Simulation is
used to generate multiple damage patterns for a single ground motion and spectral intensity. The
structural safety capacity of the mainshock-damaged structure is assessed in terms of the
probability of exceeding a peak story drift ratio (PSDR) criteria at certain aftershock intensities
using multiple strip analyses (MSAs) (Step 2). In the third step, the safety capacity of the intact
structure is assessed by using only aftershocks to set up a baseline. The ratios of the exceedance
probabilities between the mainshock-damaged ( PDMG ) building and intact building ( PINT ) are
computed across all the considered aftershock intensities, of which the lowest one (  ) is used as
a quantitative measure of the increased vulnerability or the reduction in the safety capacity of the
damage structure, which is then classified as safe or unsafe to occupy by comparing  to a preestablished threshold  min  , which represents the minimum acceptable reduction in structural
safety. The fourth step uses 1) the response and damage patterns generated in step 1 and 2) their
associated post-earthquake structural safety states determined based on the reduction in drift
capacity (comparing  to  min ) obtained from steps 2 and 3 to establish a classification problem.
The pattern recognition algorithms are then used to construct the predictive models. Subsequently,
any arbitrary response and/or damage pattern can be used to probabilistically predict the safety
state of an mainshock-damaged structure (Step 5).

Fig. 1. Schematic of post-earthquake structural safety assessment methodology
Ongoing Work for the Application of the Proposed Assessment Methodology
A case study is carried out using a reinforced concrete dual system (core wall and moment frame)
building, which is denoted as Building 2B in [3], has 42 stories above the ground floor, four
basement levels and a penthouse at the roof level. The isometric view and plan layout are shown
in Figure 1. The core walls, which are labelled Pier 1 through Pier 3 Figure 2b, are planar and Lshaped and are connected with coupling beams. A performance-based approach using the 2008
version of the LATBSDC guidelines [4] was adopted in the design. A 3-D model is built in
OpenSees and 34 as-recorded mainshock-aftershock ground motions are selected for the NRHA.
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Fig. 2. (a) Isometric view and (b) plan layout of the dual lateral resisting system

Figure 3 presents a sample comparison of fragility curves showing the probability of exceeding
different PDSR levels for the intact building and the one damaged with PSDR between 1.25% and
1.75% under the mainshock. Fragility functions for PSDRs ranging from 1.25% to 5.25% are
shown for the intact case and 2.25% to 5.25% for the post-mainshock case. Considerably lower
medians and higher dispersions are observed for the latter, confirming that the conditional fragility
functions capture the degradation of the structural capacity in the mainshock-damaged building.
The work to develop the safety state predictive model using the machine learning algorithms is
ongoing.
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Fig. 3. Fragility functions for (a) the intact state and (b) the PSDR = 1.5% damage state
Conclusion
A pattern recognition algorithm for assessing the residual drift capacity and safety state of
damaged structures is presented. Several applications are envisioned for the proposed framework.
The model can be embedded in an electronic tool to supplement the judgement of field inspectors
conducting post-earthquake building safety assessments. Observations of the distribution of
component-level damage (or damage pattern) can serve as inputs into the model, which will
provide probabilistic predictions of the safety state based on the reduced collapse capacity. For
buildings instrumented to record, process and transmit structural response demands, the pattern
recognition algorithm can be used to provide preliminary rapid estimates of the safety state of the
building. The methodology can also be used to generate fragility curves for the “unsafe to occupy”
building-level limit state, which can be incorporated into building or community resilience and
lifecycle performance assessments and optimization.
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